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ABSTRACT 
We develop a general theory for spatio-temporal intensity 

correlations measurements for a scattered beam. A completely quan
tum mechanical description for both excitation and detection set 
up is used. Our description is essentially valid for veak incident 
light beams and single photon absorption processes, we describe 
from a unified point of viev both, stationary as veil as, time re
solved experiments. We emphasize the interest of such experiments 
in the study of processes like resonance raman scattering and re
sonance fluorescence. Also ve obtain an observable coherent contri
bution associated to different final levels of the target— atoms 
or molecules - a result vhich cannot be reached by intensity mea
surements . 
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I. Introduction 
Much of the information of microscopic phenomena is deri

ved from an analysis of scattering experiments for both time resol
ved and stationary situations. The most relevant quantities usual
ly measured are the decay laws and the scattering cross sections 
respectively. These observations are obtained from the scattered 
intensity measurement and Correspond to first order properties of 
the field, so that we generally measure the quantity 

<t*1x,V <*><*,*)> (1-1) 
which means the average value of the electric field at a given 
point. In photophysics experiments the photons are detected ordina
rily by the use of any absorption process so that the field we are 
measuring corresponds to the photon annihilation by the detection 
operator *. Therefore, the probability, that a photon is absorbed 
by the detector at point z at time t, is proportional to 
<| *+(z,t)*(z,t)|> where |> means the state of the field before de
tection. This expression of the detection probability determines 
the average photon number scattered and is a particular form of a 
more general type of expression 

< N(»,t}> = TV [p Vr»,t)H'(»,U] (i.i) 
valid for pure, as well as,mixed states. The symbol Tr stands for 
the trace and p means the density matrix of the field. Up to now 
we have dealt with experiments involving one detector r11, thus, 
limiting ourselves to consideration of the field scattered at a 
single spatio-temporal point. 

While the conventional methods for investigating scatte
red intensities are based on intensity measurements, new possibili
ties are arisen which are related to more general statistical des
criptions of the radiation field in terms of higher order correla
tion functions T2,3]. These functions have been recognized as the 
most natural mathematical tool for describing the statistical pro
perties of the radiation emitted by light sources. As a basic exam
ple the fundamental differences between a laser beam and a beam 
emitted by a thermal source only emerge when considering intensity 
correlations of order higher than first. Therefore, besides these 
experiments performed with a single detector, there are other mea-
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surements in vhich the observable quantities are connected with 
correlation functions of the scattered beam T4,5]. if we introduce 
a second type of measurement which consists in counting photons 
vith two detectors located at different spatio-temporal point 
(z.,t ) and (z 2,t 2), the detection probability vill be proportional 
to 

<NKt-,)N(»„t1)>=Tr[p ̂ WOH-WiW^UH-U.tJ] (1.3) 
Up to now, little attention has been given to actual experiments 
for making measurement of spatial or temporal correlations on scat
tered beam. The suggestion of measuring intensity correlation vhich 
corresponds to second order properties of the scattered beam, in 
order to obtain information not available with a first order inten
sity experiment vas made by Goldberger et al. i"6,7] . These measure
ments of correlation evaluated at different spatio-temporal points 
can be realized by recording coincidences betveen counters placed 
at different positions. 

It is the aim of this work to emphasize the interest for 
performing correlation measurement. We show that, vith stationary 
excitation conditions, ve can reach from correlation function si
milar information about the target dynamics usually obtained from 
time resolved situations by intensity measurements. This results 
from the ability of introducing the time dependence via the time 
delay between the detectors. Therefore, the correlation measure
ments can be of great interest in the study of the competitive pro
cess like resonance raman scattering and resonance fluorescence. 

In this paper, we introduce a completely quantum mechani
cal description of the light beam and detection set-up. In the same 
way that the intensity measurement considers in the simplest case 
the single photon scattering, the correlation measurements imply 
just a pair of photons. This is why the light beam is described by 
two single photon wave packet. A more realistic description and 
his peculiar features will be studied in a next paper. The cases 
of time and energy resolved experiments are derived from a unified 
point of view following the same procedure described in our pre
vious work r1]. it results from the continuous variation of the 
spatial localization dispersion of the photons in the incident beam. 
Therefore, our description will be valid essentially for weak inci
dent light beams. Only processes involving single photon absorption 
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and emission are considered here. The description of more complica
ted processes is straightforward and is not relevant in the present 
work. The target will be described in terms of resonances. There
fore, the expressions of the correlation functions are free from 
some specific model of the target. The detection set-up is consti
tuted by two detectors. It is described by a quantum two particles 
detection operator. Next, we give the general expressions of the 
intensity correlation functions for the scattered beam in both 
stationary and time resolved situations. One of them has been used 
by us previously T8T to interpret the experimental result of Kimble 
et al r 9 ] . 

II. Description of the free light beam 
The description of the light beam has been extensively 

discussed in a first paper. In order to make this paper sufficient
ly self contained ve summarize the relevant results. 

The hamiltonian of the radiation field can be expressed as 

S,5. 
if we'consider the particular units h = c = 1. The variable k means 
the energy of the eigenstate |k,e> of the free radiation field. It 
describes a photon with wave vector k and polarization vector e. 
The operators at and a k are respectively the creation and annihi
lation operator~of suclfphoton. We omit in the following all the 
information resulting from the polarization. Let us recall now, the 
fundamental properties. The operators a£ and afc satisfy the commu
tation rules ~ ~ 

[ a k , a;, ] = S(k-!sj 

The eigenstates of H p are built up by successive applications of + 
ak 
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l\L>- all°> (« -9) 
i f | o > means the ground s t a t e of the f i e l d , we have also the ortho-
normalization property 

<fcl!*>*Sl!Hi) ("•*) 
These states do not represent realistic states of the field. In 
fact, a real light beam contains quantum as well as classical un
certainties. The implications of the detailed features of the sta
tistical properties of the beam will be discussed in the next pa
per. For the sake of convenience, we consider here, a well collima-
ted in the Z direction and polarized beam. Therefore, the light 
beam can be described in terms of single photon wave packet with 
a spectral distribution 

P(k) = PU-k„,Ç) (a-s) 
centered at k 0 with a spectral linewidth r. . The distribution f(k) 
is normalized 

L i P o < ) | 2 = 1 fa-*) 
k 

These single photon wave packet are localized so that we define 
|4yz)>= b +(z)l°> U-7) 

with the operator 

k 
sa t is fying the commutations ru les 

[b^J, b*(Z,)l - ZlHk-Kxf e , M Zi- 2 i )

= v (z r2.,) W 

The spatial incoherence is accounted for by^fCZ-.Z») that is, the 
probability to localize two 
photon state is defined by 
probability to localize two photons in Z. and Z_. Therefore, a two 

i ^ ^ - d s p ^<Zi"0> ("'", 
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vhere cl' is the normalization factor 

if Z means the sum over all the permutations. The density matrix of 
a beam, constituted by an incoherent mixing of t«o single-photon-
wave-packets, can be expressed by 

f i = L} 91UZ}) | <^uz})>< 4>2(U})| (ii-u) 
For classical sources, with a good choice of the origin, we can 
take for the position Z- of the photons 

Z j U ) = e(t--bj) ; e-< (II-«) 
as a function of ft-r .] ,that is,9|(f t-r .} ). 
lat the distribution ̂ (ft-T.}), which charac 

and we express 9|(fz1 ) 
We must bear in mind that the distribution <3*(f t-T .}), which charac
terize the source, is independent of the observation ti»\e t . Then, 
we can express (11.12) as 

p 2 = S»*Ut}) * p2(Ul) (u-iM 
with 

that is, as a double convolution product. Here the symbol * means 
the convolution product f * g =J_ m f(t-r)g(T)dT. Also we have assu
med a continuous distribution of the parameters fT}. 

Up to now, we have described the light beam. Following 
Mandeiriol we introduce the description of the detector. The detec
tor operator in the z direction, for a light beam of extension L, 
is defined by 

V(») = -L- 2- e i k" a k ln-16) 
,1/2. W 

which satisfied the commutation rules 

L k (U-A7) 
[^(x).H-(z'n =[H-+(z)1yV)] = o 
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Therefore, from the photon number operator 

r\A = J dz H-VlH-u) («-ia) 
we define the two photon operator needed for correlation measure
ments 

*il • (II-«*) 

on the spatial extension 1. and l„. The intensity correlation de
tected will be proportional to the relation 

where the trace must be evaluated over the beat) states. Because 
of the delayed transient response of the detection set-up T71, the 
recorded observation is smeared over a time interval. Therefore, 
the expressions of the intensity correlation measurements will be 
modified by the response functions S^l S*.2 of the detectors, so that, 
we introduce the correlations of the counting rates by 

< JXli1(t,) Jx 1Ul)> - Jdt, Stlt^ljd^S^-t'J 
Z' (ll-iA) 

If we measure the particle flux with special detectors which have 
flat surfaces of area S. and S 2, thickness 1 and 1„ and which are 
uniformely sensitive, the intensity correlation is given by 

< U,U,) 1^M> = ŝ z < \ ^ ) 3 V (t2)> (u-w) 
where ij = IJSJ and c= 1 is the constant speed of the photons. With 
the use of relations (II. 14, 11.22) we obtain for the detected in
tensity correlation the general expression 

Therefore, the intensity correlation detected can be expressed as 
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a double convolution products of the time responses of the detec
tors times the free evolution of the light beam times the excita
tion of the source. The general expression (11.23) can only be ex-
plicited by introducing particular models for both excitation and 
detection processes. 

III. Detection of the free light beam 

Now, we treat explicitely the detection of the free light 
beam constituted by two single photon wave packets. Both cases of 
stationary and pulsed experiments are considered. With the previous 
hypothesis, the correlation measurements of the photon number de
tected for a two photon beam is given by 

< N (.< ,t+T„) N ( 2 2 J t +T 2)> 2 = Tr [p2W N ^ T , ) N(z 2 |T z)] (m • 1) 
in the particular cases of two ideal detectors located at the spatio-
temporal points (z.,T.) and (z„,T„). under these assumptions the 
density matrix p„(t) takes the form 

because, with the relation (11.11) we find 

for the normalization coefficient. The general expression for the 
photon density correlation is given by (n.23) and we must evaluate 
the quantity 

<Nfc(IW,)N(zllt»Tj)>. <V%„T,)H1x,rr,)M'W2),t(^Tt)> («+) 

With the commutation rules of the detection operators we find 

W . -, ,_ IkUi-Ti-Zi+Ti) 

k 
recalling here that we have h= c= 1. If we consider commonly encoun
tered experimental situations so that z.-z. £ T.-T,, which corres
pond to the disjoint case of detection, we obtain [̂ O] 
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[ v+( Z < 1T,),H'V 1 1Ti)]=o (ui-fe) 

which provides a more tractable expression for the two particle ope

rator 

If the previous assumptions are accounted for, we have for the pho

ton density correlation 

<• Nf*,, t,) N(^,y> =/ÏÏ «^ ^feW B c;\^\) (m • a ) 

where t. = t + T i and B means the quantity J J 

B . <o|-nib(t-^V(=„T,)H'
+fe,Ti)H-^^)^fe72)^a-^0> (Ul-9) 

that we have to evaluate. This can be done by calculating 

«H*HI) ft, b+(t-̂ )|o> = Z. <p(Zl-tt^,) ]T ^(t-ti)\o> (in-to) 

Let 

4^-^KW*), bV«]- f^Z e 1^'^ 0 ï W («.«) 

with the help of this notation we can write 

vP{*,1T,)H'(xi.Ta) IT 6(t-Tj)|o> 

i 
= £ 4 4>(22-t2+Vi) T <f)Urt,+tj) 1 o> (HI- \z) 

In order to obtain the expression of B, we multiply (ill. 12) by its 

complexe conjugate. Therefore, B can be expressed into the form 

1 

b = Z. L . [<z„.h, • zuli>M + < z<,t, ; Zj,, b 2 > „ ] (in- is) 
ui j*i 

that i s , l i ke a sum of a d i r ec t term 

<*i,t, ; z».t2>d; = | 4>(*i-tz**i; 6>(z,-b,+-tj)| (in-14.) 
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and an exchange term 

<2«,t, ; 22,t 2>„ = <j>"Wt»vtj) 4j(z,-t,+^j) cj^fo-t,**,) (^(zj-tî+t-.) ( m • 15) 

The direct term represents just the probability of detecting two 
non correlated photons by two detectors, that is to say, one pho
ton per detector. The possibility to detect both photons with the 
same detector is obviously rejected because in this case one of 
the probability cancels it. On the contrary the exchange term cor
responds to a product of two factors. Each one represents an ex
change probability and corresponds to crossed terms of the detection 
probability amplitude that a photon be detected either by detector 
1 or 2. The existence for such terms has been extensively discussed 
in the literature in relation with the studies of the statistical 
properties of the light beams. 

In the following, we assume that we can factorize the 
distribution probability, so that 

S^ttTrV) = ]!$!(*.) (Ul'U) 
1-1 ' 

and that the one photon distribution are normalized 

Jdtj^Ctj)»* (m-17) 

With these two assumptions, the expression of the photon density 
correlation is given by 

In fact, it results from the integration over the current subs
cripts i and j that all the summation are equivalent, so that, the 
photon density correlation can be written 

where we have separated the contributions of the direct term 
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<NU„t,) Nfc,,tO>,idi = j eh* <£>,) I «>(«i-ta+"t|)l* 
x] d-tj ^rtj) | 43 u-t,+-tj) T c;1 «uv) ( m -20) 

and exchange term 

* J dtj^tftj) <t»Vt»*tj) c))(Z<-t,^) c"»yti) 

When the normalization coeff ic ient i s not T dependent, we must 
note that the d i r ec t term can be expressed as a product of the 
photon dens i t i e s at the spatio-temporal points ( z . , t . ) and ( z 2 , t „ ) 
for the s ingle photon wave packet beams, that i s 

< M(* , 1 t , )Nl« l l t 1 )> a | i i = ^ M ( 2 l , t , ) X < N ( 2 2 , t 2 ) > , . ( « f i » ) 

The exchange term is responsible for correlation resulting of the 
partial overlapping of the photon wave packets. In effect, the pho
tons behave as indistinguishable particules and this implies a ten
dency toward bunching r 1 •)-131 . 

Let us analyze now two extreme experimental situations 
and we begin by the stationary case. This situation is depicted 
by considering a random spatial or temporal phot' 1 distribution 
and can be characterized by 

In this case, the normalization coefficient is not T-dependent. 
Moreover, if the normalization condition (III. 18) is accounted 
for, we obtain for the direct term 

while for the exchange term we have 
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* j d ^ 4>"(-.zr t ^ ) 4>(x,-t,+^i) (HI-15) 

The opposite situation corresponding to a time resolved experiment 
needs a good localization of the photons so that we take 

9?c*) = Set) (i"-2 f e) 

The direct and exchange terms are given now by 

<N( Z„t,)MCz 1,t 1)\ / d; = |$(»,-t,)f l*fc,-tOr 
<N(«,,t,)N(a4lbt)>fejBl= <£(*,-t,) 4>(?fti) $ W » ) < K * r t , ) 

The relations (111.24,25) and (ill.22) have been extensively dis
cussed in relation with the study of the bunching effect, a pheno
menon which has not been completely explained till now r14]. 

IV. Formal description of the target dynamics 

The detection of the free light beam has been described 
for correlation measurements, it is the goal of the quantum optics 
to analyze the dependence of these functions in order to under
stand the nature and the behavior of the light beams. As we are 
interested by the knowledge of the target dynamics, we must study 
these corresponding second order correlation function for the scat
tered beam. It brings part of the information that we can expect 
to extract from a photophysics experiment. The correlation function 
for a two single photon wave packet state can be written here as 

where o„c(t) is the density matrix of the scattered beam. It is 
given by 

( r w - . - , H * * J [ f k < u ^ ] . , , " M J i«-t 
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if we assume at the initial time t the factorization of the den
sity matrix »2(t ) of the beam alone by the one Pt(t0) of the tar
get. Here H ireans the total hamiltonian of the system beam-target. 
If we note |g > the ground states of the target, that is, states 
which cannot be reached by the excitation, the ground states of 
the total system axe given by I g,0 >. Therefore, PgC(t) can be ex
pressed as 

* K b ^ ) e - "
, H ( t - U ) | 3 lox g io\e

, H l t" t* )ÏÏ blt-t̂  (iv*) 

where 

b +(t-ti)-.-' , m W Jft^« , H ( tW (iv..) 

All the dynamics is contained in the total hamiltonian H. In order 
to obtain completely general expressions for the correlation func
tions, we characterize the target by its resonances. When H is not 
time dependent, we introduce the integral representation of the 
evolution operator 

U +(t-0 = ± f dE e-î^W G,+(E) (IV-5) 

where 

CM = lim [E-H+ie] (iv-«) 
+ c-»o* 

The spectral decomposition of G(E) is obtained by the introduction 
of some convenient partitioning technique [15l. Let us consider P 
and 0 two appropriate projection operators so that 

P + Q = 1 (iv-7) 

G(E) can be expressed in terms of the reduced resolvents whose ex

pression have been given by Mower [15] 

PG(E)P = [E-PH 0P-PR(E)P]~ P 
(iv- 8) 

Q&OOQ = [E-QHQ]~'[HQH'PPG(E)PPH'Q(E-QHa)"1]Q 
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where the level shift operator R(E) is defined by 

R(E) = H'+H'Q[E-QHQ]"W (w-9) 

if ve consider the partition of H in model ha"iiltonian H and resi
dual interaction H', that is 

H= H 0 4. H' (IV-IO) 

All the reduced resolvents are depending on PG(E)P which can be 
written as 

P G ( E ) P = P * P (iv-n) 
E - H P P 

where 

H p p = P[H a +R(E)]P ' (iv-12) 

acts like an effective hamiltonian in the subspace spanned by P. 
We introduce also the biorthogonal basis set r15] built up from 
the eigenstates of H_ p 

H P P | p > = Ep|(i> (iv-13) 

so that 

21 lj!»<f$| = 4 (iv-14) 

Therefore, the matrix elements of PG(E)P wi l l be expressed by a 
Mittag Leff ler expansion given by 

<»| P G ( E ) P U ' > - . Z <elfi><p|af> 
P E - E p Civ- « ) 

E p Ap- i fji/2 

which shows that the d i s c r e t e eigenvalues Eg of the effect ive hamil
tonian are the poles of < S | P G ( E ) P | s ' > w i t h the corresponding r e s i -
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dues <slft><^| s'> . we obtain a very practical sum rule 
H <s|[i><p|a'> = O s ^ (ivM6) 

It results that each pole defines a resonance whose contribution 
to <s| PGCE)P|&'> is proportional to the corresponding residue. 

V. Correlation of the scattered light beaT 

Up to now, ve have dealt vith measurements on the free 
light beam. We vish to describe here the intensity correlation 
measurements on the scattered beam. As ve have seen before, the 
main quantity is the correlation of the photon density at diffe
rent spatio-temporal points and ve must evaluate it. We express 
the photon density correlation as 

<N(x.,t,)Mb l ,ti)X=Jndt jî >t(m)Q 1(lt}) B (v-i) 

where B means 

B= <,.o|jrb(fci-tj)«!Hfr**) H-WOVWO 

« W i ) W J ^ g n b\t.-^i,,o> (>,*) 

If ve introduce the notation 

we obtain by successive applications of the detection operator 

i*4 j+l 

and 

»LtUDl?;tjWle , H l M , ,ls,0> lV-6) 
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Therefore, the expression of B can be written as 

with 

Hlb-UrWrwoMVimiïifiil^Htt-U. B M ; = ,c„o|e ; H ^[jwnu2)r[imHjw] c -
, m i " l w ig,o> 

B* , . - < g , o | e ' H ^ ) [iW]+[jl2)]+[i(2)l[jl1)]e ,"a-Ml3lo> 
(v-l) 

which are responsible for the direct and exchange contributions to 
the intensity correlation. We transform these last expressions by 
introducing the identity operator 

. -'.Mlt-t.) ;H(t-t.) 
1 = e e (va) 

between the commutators and next, the completeness relation, when 
there is not coupling betveen the ground states in the material 
subspace. The evolution operator acts on the ground state like a 
phase factor, so that, we have the property 

*(«i. T iK , H ( t" t* , l*°>-° tv-9) 
Therefore, we express the direct term as 

3l|0|e'
Hlt^bU-t;) YWl)l*,«><q t lO| H-l^Tt) ${ <3, Io|e

M l b*'Vt^) YWi)l*,«><q t lo| H-l^Tt)lo(t-^e
 H l W , ) | % 1 o > ( vio) 

and the exchange term as 

B 2 e x = L < 9 lO|e''
H ( t- t° )b (t-t i)H'

+U„T,)e l H^| g, 10> 
^•fc 

» <*,°! e : H a " t o ) Ht-r i)H'Wi)h*P><*.olVlVO^t-tO ë
l W " J |^q> 
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«fe.ole^^ W , ) b+(t-Tj) e ' H ( K ) |,,o> lv«) 

The final expressions for the direct and exchange terms of the pho
ton density correlation include integrations over the parameters 
r T ) . with the use of factorization and normalisation properties of 
the probability distribution given by the relations (ill.16-17), 
all the terms in the sum (V.6) are identical. Therefore, the pho
ton density correlation takes the form 

< Nte.T.JNlV't» = 2[<N( 2„T0Mba^)>î,d;+< N^W Nt zi." Tx)>l 1ex] fcM») 

vhose direct and exchange terms are obtained from (v.io) and (v.11) 
and given by 

(y-ia) 

In the general case we cannot decouple the integrations over ti and 
tj because the ̂ -dependence of the normalization factor. The defi
nitions of the operators H'teifi) , b(,t-"tj) and the integral re
presentation of the evolution operator (IV.5), we obtain 

For the sake of simplicity, we consider the detection in a distinct 
direction from the incident one. Therefore, we can omit in the pro
jection Q G ( E ) Q the first term Q(E-QHQ) -' since it does not imply 
interaction with the target. We introduce also the definition for 
the projector 
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P= 2. \m><m\ (v-15) 
IT» 

and we assume in the following that the interaction radiation field 
target is a slowly varying function of the photon energy, so that, 
we can extract it from the integration 

JdU<q,,K\H'|tn>[.--. ] = «3',MH'|m>jdk[--- ] ( v-«,) 
Therefore, with the spectral decomposition (IV.15), we obtain 

Now, we wish to consider the extreme situations of energy and time 
resolved experiments. In the following, we consider a normalized 
lorentzian lineshape for the spectral distribution 

flip» ^ j E k = ^ k - ; i u / 2 . (.V-1&) 
k - E k 

and ve define 

Tw = J* 
W - E k 

We stress that all the expressions established in the following 
will be correct as long as it will be possible to characterize the 
spectral distribution f(k) by a simple pole in the negative imagi
nary part of the complex plane. It will be also rigorously true 
for any material system. 

1. Stationary experiment 
in such experiment, the distribution probability is cons

tant and given by (III.23). As the experiment starts at a finite 
time t , the observation of the stationary regimen can only be ob-
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tained for times 

t > A T + ^ + z ^ T ! (v-20) 

where 4T means the time delay resulting from the scattering by the 
target and corresponds to AT=n~ . Therefore, we omit in the ex
pression (V.17) the terms decaying with the lifetime of the mate
rial system. We perform the integration over T ant1 use the proper
ty of the resulting delta function to integrate over k. We remem
ber here that the normalization coefficient can be evaluated direct
ly from intensity measurements ril, by extending the volume of the 
detector onto the spatial extension of the light beam, it gives a 
multiplicative constant that ve consider normalized to unity. At 
last, ve obtain the final expression of the photon density for a 
stationary experiment as 

< N(*,ni)Mte72)> = 2 l<lW0N(*.;r«)\*-+ <N(z,p-0M(»k?'i)>M4 (*•*) 
where the direct contribution corresponds to 

<MKT,)MlftT.)>t^-21 i « S i * A 

x j L L n,<g1,K|H'|m><m|p<f|n><n|H'l31,t<.>«3ai\ilH'ltn'>*<m,\^>* 

x <f |n->*<rf|rfl3,,k>* [ ± f l E ^ f O ^ - t g i f(E -E 3 J) 

* P ( E f - E * ) ] } { ^ „ ^ n . < ^ , H ' , , n > < m ^ K > , n > < n , H , ^ , k > 

x <g„H|H'|m'>*<n1'|^>'-<p'l"'>*<"'lH,\S,U> [ L PlEf E^flE^-Eg) 

- - L _ FlEf-E,)F(Ep-E,)l) (v») 
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and the exchange contr ibut ion to 

x ) L I <q*,ftlW'l m> <ml&X?.\nXn\H'| o,41k> <g„*l H'l"i'> <m'\p>* 
I fin B'm'o' J 

if we assume ^,-T|-2j,+Ta > o • Numerical calculations and discussions 
of the correlation function of the scattered beam vill be presented 
in the next section. 

2. Time resolved experiment 

In such experimental situation, ve need a precise time 
resolution, so ve introduce a complete localization of the photons. 
Therefore, the probability distribution is given by the relation 
(III.26). From the relations (V.l3t V.17) ve obtain for the direct 
contribution 

<N(v,)Mi"..w>fc«- J-, ë"'***-̂ "--*̂  fa fen W|H-IW> 

x <ti^<RlnXnlM'|3i,U><q!,li|M'lw><'<"i,lp'>*<pV>k<n,lH'l,liiv<«>* 2- ?M tf^,) 
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»4|n><CniH,lS,U><g,^|H'|m,>*<n>,|R'>*<fln'>*<n'\H'l(JlU,>* I . Ç(U)F*(k,) 

and for the exchange cont r ibu t ion 

<NU„ t,) N ^ W W & „ e ' ' ^ - ^ " - - ^ 0 { fo «Ç 
' 9i9«9» l J L-

* ! . L , <<u,t|H>><mlp><pln><n|H,lQ,,k><q,Ift\HnnV>*<m'l»'>*4nn'>*<rf\H,U,W,>t 

« Z P Ik) f *(k,) e ' l k-U , 1 ( t '"" t ' l ) \ r-< M t t * ' I l * T l L -Kk+E3»Kt-t? .̂+Ti) I 

* <^n><nlH'l91k><9 t lk'|H ,|m ,>*<".'lf'>*4Mn'>*<n'lH'l?Mk,f 2 . F W ^ ) 

^ ^i{W-U,)(t.--*i) ^ r-;E f(t-t.-x,VT,)_ ^(vw-^X".-*»*"1*) 1 

With the property of the delta function, ve eliminate the integra
tion over T. Also we assume that the spectral distribution f(k) is 
defined like in the case of the free light beam, so that, we have 
after integration 
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Now, it is possible to express the final expression of the total 

photon density correlation (V.12), in the tin\e resolved situation, 

by the general form 

whose direct term is given by 

and exchange term by 

Sow» £ 

we have introduced the definition for the intensities 

V>* lzl*zW = Z. Ï- , ,<q11lHH'lm><inlft><?\n><n\H,lî%1U><Qtlvl\H,l»>),> <««'\6'; 

^ e-4«*Ç)(tt.-vT 1)^ \Ctftvbflfc-****) ^•T.ll^Kt-t.-^Ti) 1 

(V-30) 

file:///Ctftvbflfc-****
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and also for the exchange intensities 

I^.,tMzil

ti)=^n^w<ît^l
ri'lm><^lf><P^><"lH,|îl,U><î,,>;iH

,lni'>*<ni,\iii.,>* 

<<« 

x & — © e c 

x e — e e l e 

] 
^ ̂ i[Ç(-a,+T,]ti;(-«*»TO] 

(v-sO 

liU.t,-, *» ,y s i I - , , <qs|l<|H,|tti><»T1lR><?ln><ri\H'|^k><9t̂ \H'lrt,'>"<wlft'>,f 

ft W Tl n"l *̂  

-ifKt-^+TO + ̂ C-SivT,)] •v(E3*A.k)(t-t,-^VT!l) .^J t - t -x ,*! , ) -£(rk+U)(t-t.) 

-tfÇ(-*i*Ti)*i;i-««*T«)l 
» e ' 

From these two general expressions of the scattered beam correla
tion functions,describing stationary and time resolved situation, 
we will discuss in the following the influence of the various phy-
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sical parameters. Besides, we must note that the contribution to 
the direct and exchange terms is expressed in terms of single pho
ton amplitudes of absorption or emission processes, even if we need 
two incident photons for performing correlation measurements. The 
exchange contribution results from the indistinguishability of the 
scattered photons. It will be discussed in more details in the simp
lest case of one resonance model considered for the target model. 

VI. Numerical calculations and discussions 

Up to now, we have dealt with general expressions corres
ponding to typical experimental situations. In fact, correlations 
measurement offar much more possibilities of measurements than the 
intensity ones. It is the object of this section to discuss these 
various possibilities and to analyze what best or new informations 
arise from these measurements. For practical purposes, all the dis
cussions and numerical calculations will be performed on the simp
lest target system - atoms or molecules - characterized by just one 
resonance. Obviously, these measurements will be doubly so interes
ting as the target spectra will be complicated. More sophisticated 
material models can be treated, but their internal complexity is 
not relevant here. 

We begin by the case of stationary experimental situation. 
From relations (v.21-23) we have described [81 a particular case of 
single resonance target models, assuming also the existence of a 
single level in the fundamental configuration. Then, the time de
lay dependence of the correlation function is provided by the ex
change term alone and corresponds to 
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with 

- X . [ ( V A p + E 3 f - i(r t +r u) 2][( V A f + E 3 f + i (r f +r kf f (v,z) 

In figures I we represent the dependence of the correlation as a 
function of the time delay. The various contribution to 
<N(2,̂ T,) N(z1,TJ)> have been discussed previously re 7 . The contribu
tion arising from resonance fluorescence decays rapidly because 
fora stationary expérimentais smaller than r„ . Also its contribu
tion is very small because of the factors Ç"2 and V~x. Therefore, 
in common experimental situations, the decay is essentially gover
ned by the resonance raman scattering except near the origin. Also, 
we note a stronger influence of the excitation wave packet struc
ture than for intensity measurements r1]. The overlapping between 
both target and field resonances varies with the relative impor
tance of r„ and T*̂  so, it is responsible for the diminution of the 
correlation function. Figures (la) and(lb) show the influence of 
the resonance parameter, which modify too the overlapping of the 
resonances. We note, in figure (Ic), an inversion of the relative 
importance of the correlation function. This phenomenon has yet 
been discussed by myself in the case of intensity measurements. It 
depends on the analytical dependence of the resonance overlapping. 
On the contrary, figures II show the same dependence like in figures 
I, but here, we have superimposed the curves corresponding to diffe
rent off-resonance parameters. For small values of I\ , we observe a 
global diminution oi- the correlation associated to the overlapping 
resonance, but the curves have the same characteristics. With hi
gher values of T\ we have too a variation of the characteristics of 
the curves. This last one, results from the mixed contribution of 
resonance fluorescence and resonance raman. Its contribution be
comes more important with the increase of TV. We cannot observe 
the oscillation provided by the sines function because the period 
is longer than the decay time (I*B+rv) • A l s o w e note a small oscil
lation in all the curves. This phenomenon will be discussed now ex
tensively and results from the existence of two ground levels in 
the fundamental configuration. From relations (V.22-23) we note 
the presence of a purely oscillating term exp[-'(.Ej4-Eg )(Z,-T,-ZÎ-I-T,,)] 
whose frequency corresponds to the energy gap between the ground 
levels and gives rise to small oscillations in figures II. This 
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factor indicates the ability to observe a coherent contribution 
of the scattered photons, a result which cannot be reached by in
tensity measurements, at least, in the framework of the theory of 
quantum electrodynamics Ti7l. In pictures III we have represented 
the time delay dependence of the scattered intensity correlation 
for various energy gap between two ground levels. We observe the 
more important contribution, when the two levels are degenerated. 
If the energy gap is different from zero, we note an oscillation 
whose amplitude is small and will be probably washed out by any 
average processes. 

We consider now, the case of time resolved experiment 
and we look only for the time delay dependence at a fixed experi
mental time. In fact, there is also the possibility of measuring 
the time dependence of the correlation for a fixed time delay of 
the detection set-up. We will discuss such possibility in a follo
wing paper. In figure IV, we show the time delay dependence of the 
correlation of the scattered intensity, in all the cases we observe 
a rise time which corresponds to the lifetime of the excited state 
level of the target whereas the decay is essentially governed by 
the coherence time of the single photon wave packet. We have super
imposed the curves corresponding to different spectral linewidth. 
We note, like in stationary experiments, a strong dependence asso
ciated to the overlapping of both target and field resonances. The 
picture IV.c exhibits an inversion of the relative importance of 
the correlation associated to its analytical dependence with the 
off resonance parameter. On the contrary, pictures V show the inf
luence of the off-resonance parameter for various spectral line-
width. As expected, the influence of (,̂ k-Â -»-E3) decreases with the 
increase of I\ . At last, figures VI and VII exhibit the dependence 
of the correlation with the energy gap of the ground levels. The 
most peculiar feature is the very strong influence of the spectral 
linewidth on the coherent summation of the various scattered pho
tons. Also, we note that this phenomenon is much more efficient 
for time resolved experiments than for stationary ones. 
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VII. Conclusion 

We have dealt with the description of correlation measure
ments on a scattered beam. Also we have analyzed the relevance for 
such measurements of the various physical parameters. In all the 
cases, we observe a stronger dependence for the correlation measu
rements than for the intensity ones. Concerning the stationary ex
periments, it appears that we can obtain by stationary excitation 
conditions the same informations resulting from pulsed intensity 
measurements. This can be of interest for practical experimental 
situations. Also these measurements must be more sensitive to the 
coherence properties of the light. Moreover, we have seen that in 
both, stationary and pulsed experiments, we observe a coherent con
tribution associated to the final ground levels. This observation 
can be relevant in order to follow rapid relaxation dynamics of 
target in these levels. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure I : Plot of the correlation function of the scattered in
tensity as a function of the time delay v V v l • We consider a 
stationary experiment performed with a single resonance target mo
del . The case of various spectral linewidth TV have been super
imposed-

t (Ç-o,5tp) ; +- U = o,l Ç) ; | ( r u = 0 ) o i r p ) 
for three different off resonance parameter A k-k.+ E 3 

Figure II : Plot of the scattered intensity correlation analogous 
to the one described in figure I. We compare here the influence of 
the off resonance parameter 

for various spectral linewidths TV. The oscillation corresponds to 
the structure in the fundamental configuration with ÛE,-„ = 10 C 

Figure III : We represent the same correlation function described 
in figure I, but here the curves are superimposed for various ener
gy gap AE,= £,.-Ej betveen the levels pertaining to the fundamen
tal configuration 

tl&E s-o)j * - U E 3 ^ O Ç ) ; j, (fcE3 = 5orp) 
for various off resonance parameters. 

Figure IV : Plot of the scattered intensity correlation as a func
tion of the time delay â -T,-'Zi-*~'i i n the case of pulsed experi
ments performed with a single resonance target model. The cases of 
different spectral linewidths have been considered 

t C r k = *°i;) : «-(«I-so ij) ; l (r k=<oo r) 
for various off resonance parameters. 



Figure v : Plot of the scattered intensity correlation analogous 
to the one described in figure IV. We conipare here the influence 
of the off resonance parameter 

for various spectral linevidths. 

Figure VI : We represent the same function described in figure 
IV, but here the curves are superimposed for different spectral 
linevidths 

t ir k.ior f) ; .t-trw-3oip -, i irk.4oor^) 
The cases of various energy gap kE^E^-Eg betveen the levels 
pertaining to the fundamental configuration are considered. 

Figure VII : Plot of the scattered intensity correlation analogous 
to the one described in figure IV. The curves for various energy 
gap levels in the fundamental configuration are superimposed 

t U E , - o ) ; *- UE,»5or;) -, 4 ( ^ 3 = 100^) 
The cases of various spectral linevidths are considered. 
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